
SOLILOQUY OF THE SPANISH CLOISTER

Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister - Gr-r-r--there go, my heart's abhorrence!.

Oh, that rose has prior claims â€” Needs its leaden vase filled brimming? Implicitly, it reveals the thin line
between religious piety and hellish damnation. One goes to the Abbot's table, All of us get each a slice. Spend
my whole day in the quest,â€”who cares? He chastises to himself Brother Lawrence for not placing his fork
and knife in the shape of a cross or drinking his juice in three gulps to represent the Trinity, both actions the
speaker believes pay glory to Christ and which Brother Lawrence refuses to do. I the Trinity illustrate, In three
sips the Arian frustrate; While he drains his at one gulp. Hell dry you up with its flames! Nor yours nor mine,
nor slave nor free! Analysis One should approach this poem, which was published between and as part of
Browning's Bells and Pomegranates series, as a humorous piece. But 'tis twilight, you see,â€”with such suites
to explore, Such closets to search, such alcoves to importune! There his lily snaps! Browning was an
experimental in several different ways: he played with poetic forms by combining different types of poetry,
and he explored the psychology of all kinds of different people in his dramatic monologues, allowing them
slowly to expose their psychological instability through their own speech rather than through the descriptions
of a narrator. Buy Study Guide Summary The poem "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister" is written in nine
stanzas and is narrated by an unnamed Spanish monk who watches in hatred and envy as Brother Lawrence
waters plants. As his fantasy escalates, the vesper bells ring and the speaker angrily ceases his hateful
imaginings to report for prayer. I the Trinity illustrate, In three sips the Arian frustrate; While he drains his at
one gulp. Trust us. On a superficial level, it's easy to enjoy reading "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister"
because, hey, who hasn't felt a twinge of jealousy toward a classmate or teammate who always seems to know
the answer and who never does anything wrong? Summary This highly entertaining poem portrays the
grumblings of a jealous monk who finds his pleasures more in the flesh than in the spirit. The turn that the
poem takes in the seventh stanza, when the speaker begins to consider hell as an option, moves the poem into
a starker comment on hypocrisy. Certainly, it's full of both dramatic irony and comments on serious themes
like most of Browning's dramatic monologues, but the speaker's emotions and mode of address are so
heightened that it's obviously meant to amuse as much as inform. We'll have our platter burnished, Laid with
care on our own sheld! But at the time, no one was interested in reading poems in unfamiliar forms whose
speakers were at best jerks and at worst psychotic murderers. The speaker of "Soliloquy of the Spanish
Cloister" probably isn't a murderous psychopath, like the speaker of " Porphyria's Lover " though you never
really know with Robert Browning , but he's still not someone you'd want to invite over for a cup of tea: he's a
monk describing his jealous hatred of a fellow monk named Brother Lawrence. XII Just when I seemed about
to learn! Hy, Zy, Hine First, while this poem is grouped as one of Browning's dramatic monologues, it is not
technically a monologue but instead a soliloquy, a speech where the speaker shares his inner thoughts. The
speaker, anonymous outside his vows as a monk, despises Brother Lawrence from some unspecified envy,
though he rationalizes his envy under the guise of piety. There his lily snaps! What matter to me if their star is
a world?


